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    If you are a power sweeping contractor you definitely should become part of the

World Sweeping Association!WSA was founded in January of 2013 by Ranger Kidwell-

Ross, the Editor of WorldSweeper.com and an individual with nearly 30 years of

experience in helping sweeping contractors make more money, become more

professional and grow their businesses. Having trouble keeping up with the latest

techniques, equipment and regulations? You will find that education is one of the

key elements of WSA. Members receive a "WSA Update" twice each month. The

Update is a one-page email packed with the latest news and information that is

affecting the power sweeping industry. The information includes a monthly safety

meeting bulletin, new info on third party vendors, available trainings, tips from

member contractors and others, and articles and tips dedicated to helping WSA

Members become better business people.The WSA website offers over 100 audio

podcasts, along with written articles, of interviews with successful sweeping

contractors. In these, contractors divulge all manner of ideas and techniques they

have utilized to become a success over time. In addition, the WSA website contains

over 200 other articles that provide information designed to help WSA Members

grow their individual businesses. All of this information is password-protected for

Member Access Only.Get found with your listing at WorldSweeper.com's Contractor

Locator!Only WSA Members have listings at WorldSweeper.com's highly utilized

Contractor Locator. Most companies receive over 25 prospect visits per month and
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annual membership.Learn about third party vendorsSo called 'third party vendors'

have created a disruption in the contract sweeping industry. Your WSA benefits will

help you navigate the various vendors; we even have compiled a listing of all the

third party vendors in the US, complete with Member input about dealing with each.

This helps contractors keep track of which of these companies are abiding by good

business practices and which are not.WSA also offers a wide array of discounts on

many products and services, including all of the companies shown in the graphic

below:WSA Members receive all of this and much more — so what are you waiting

for?! Take the next step by going to www.worldsweepingpros.org/join/Also feel free

to call us, toll free, at 866.635.2205.All newly enrolling companies are offered an

unconditional 90-day Satisfaction Guarantee. At the WSA website you can read what

other sweeping contractors in the US have to say about WSA, as well as see a

complete listing of WSA Benefits. We invite you to join with us today!

Phone: 866.635.2205
Instant Messenger: AIM
Contact Person: Ranger Kidwell-Ross
Mobile: 360.739.7323

Visit Website
Send Message
Email Friend
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